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The bootstrap current for three electron cyclotron resonance heated plasma scenarios in a
quasihelically symmetric stellarator (the Helically Symmetric Experiment) are analyzed and
compared to a neoclassical transport code PENTA. The three conditions correspond to 50 kW input
power with a resonance that is off-axis, 50 kW on-axis heating and 100 kW on-axis heating. When
the heating location was moved from off-axis to on-axis with 50 kW heating power, the stored
energy and the extrapolated steady-state current were both observed to increase. When the on-axis
heating power was increased from 50 kW to 100 kW, the stored energy continued to increase while
the bootstrap current slightly decreased. This trend is qualitatively in agreement with the calculations which indicate that a large positive electric field for the 100 kW case was driving the current
negative in a small region close to the magnetic axis and accounting for the decrease in the total
integrated current. This trend in the calculations is only observed to occur when momentum conservation between particle species is included. Without momentum conservation, the calculated bootstrap current increases monotonically. We show that the magnitude of the bootstrap current as
calculated by PENTA agrees better with the experiment when momentum conservation between
plasma species is included in the calculation. The total current was observed in all cases to flow in
a direction to unwind the transform, unlike in a tokamak in which the bootstrap current adds to the
transform. The 3-D inductive response of the plasma is simulated to predict the evolution of the
current profile during the discharge. The 3-D equilibrium reconstruction code V3FIT is used to
reconstruct profiles of the plasma pressure and current constrained by measurements with a set of
magnetic diagnostics. The reconstructed profiles are consistent with the measured plasma pressure
profile and the simulated current profile when the reconstruction is constrained by the measured
C 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.
data from a diagnostic array that is internal to the vacuum chamber. V
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4895899]

I. INTRODUCTION

The correct modeling of the bootstrap current is critical
for toroidal fusion experiments. The evolution of this current
can take several seconds in present day experiments and will
evolve on the timescale of minutes in ITER. During that
time the equilibrium will be continuously changing. The
bootstrap current has a large effect in stellarators, especially
for quasi-axisymmetric stellarators.1 The understanding of
the bootstrap current and its temporal behavior is necessary
for the proper operation of the W7-X divertor where the goal
is to keep the edge transform fixed to maintain a natural
island divertor.2
Neoclassical transport quantities, such as the ion and
electron parallel flows that make up the bootstrap current,
are calculated for nonaxisymmetric geometries using the
linearized drift kinetic equation. The DKES code3 (Drift
Kinetic Equation Solver) is commonly used in stellarators to
calculate neoclassical transport coefficients. However, it
makes two important assumptions that significantly reduce
a)
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the dimensionality and complexity of the problem: (1) the
E  B drift is incompressible, which allows for a monoenergetic treatment and the particle velocity becomes an input
parameter and (2) only the pitch-angle scattering part of the
collision operator is used so that momentum is not conserved. In recent years, several approaches4–6 have appeared,
which take the monoenergetic coefficients calculated by a
code like DKES and correct for momentum conservation. In
this paper, we use the PENTA code7,8 to perform the momentum correction, which is based on the Sugama and
Nishimura approach. The importance of momentum correction to calculations of the bootstrap current has not been
demonstrated experimentally. Momentum correction in calculations of the predicted total integrated bootstrap current
in Wendelstein 7-X show that the effect is 15% for the lowmirror configuration and 31% for the high-mirror case.6
For typical plasma parameters during Electron Cyclotron
Resonant Heating (ECRH) in stellarators, the operating density is low, the electrons and ions are not coupled strongly, Te
is often much greater than Ti, and the two species may be in
different collisionality regimes. It has been shown in Ref. 9
that the geometric factor in the expression for the bootstrap
current that multiplies the thermodynamic forces is a function
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of the magnetic field configuration and the collisionality. This
factor can be different for ions and electrons and gives rise to
a dependence of the bootstrap current on the radial electric
field for stellarators that is absent in axisymmetric devices. In
tokamaks, for example, this geometric factor is the same for
all species and for all collisionalities such that when the parallel flow for the individual species, which is dependent on
Er, are added together the Er contribution to the bootstrap
current cancels out identically. This result is true for the
diamagnetic and Pfirsch-Schl€uter currents in both symmetric
and nonsymmetric devices. This model was first applied to
calculate the bootstrap current in LHD10 in which it was
shown for a model calculation typical of an ECRH plasma
that a large radial electric field leads to a reduction in the
bootstrap current compared to Er ¼ 0, while a negative Er has
the opposite effect. Experimental evidence of the Er effect on
the bootstrap current in stellarators is sparse. Heliotron-J
reported evidence of a reversal of the bootstrap current at low
density possibly attributed to a large positive electric field,
although density, temperature, and potential profiles were
absent.11
The Pustovitov-Shafranov12 and Strand-Houlberg13
model, which includes the non-axisymmetric geometric
effects of a 3-D plasma, was developed to simulate the current diffusion in a stellarator. Ignoring the 3-D shape of the
plasma neglects additional coupling between the toroidal and
poloidal magnetic fluxes. The result for the Helically
Symmetric Experiment (HSX), which will be shown in this
paper, is that the decay rate of the current diffusion is underestimated when the plasma column is assumed to be axisymmetric, even when other values are held the same
(conductivity, sources of current, etc.).
In addition to the correct steady-state and temporal
modeling of the bootstrap current, the reconstruction of the
equilibrium plasma pressure and current profiles is important
for toroidal plasma devices. The reconstruction provides
information about the shape and location of the magnetic
surfaces and the rotational transform profile. This information is used in subsequent calculations of the stability and
transport properties and for the interpretation of other diagnostics. EFIT15 is a standard tool for reconstructing the equilibrium of 2-D axisymmetric devices, but it is inadequate for
3-D systems. There is an increasing emphasis on 3-D physics
including the modeling of resonant magnetic perturbation
(RMP) coils on tokamaks, quasihelicity states in reversedfield pinches (RFPs), and stellarators, both conventional and
optimized.16 The STELLOPT code was used to reconstruct
the 3-D equilibrium of a high beta discharge in W7-AS.17
Similarly, the V3FIT18 code was developed to calculate the
signals for a set of diagnostics due to the plasma and coil
currents of a VMEC equilibrium solution,19 which is valid
for axisymmetric and non-axisymmetric 3-D systems. This
information is used to perform equilibrium reconstructions
by minimizing the mismatch between the modeled and experimental diagnostic signals.
In this paper, Sec. II describes the experiment, the
diagnostics, and the modeling. Section III gives the experimental results, and Sec. IV contains a summary and
discussion.
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II. EXPERIMENT, DIAGNOSTICS, AND MODELING
A. HSX

The HSX stellarator20 is a four-field period quasisymmetric stellarator with a modular coilset that generates a
magnetic field such that jBj is approximately constant in a
helical direction on a flux surface. The magnetic field spectrum on a flux surface in a stellarator is given by21
X
B
¼
bn;m cosðnf  mhÞ;
B0
n;m

(1)

where the toroidal and poloidal angles are given by f and h,
respectively, and n and m are the toroidal and poloidal mode
numbers. The dominant magnetic spectral term in HSX is
the n ¼ 4; m ¼ 1 component which accounts for the property
of being quasihelically symmetric (QHS). The toroidal curvature component (n ¼ 0; m ¼ 1) for a QHS device is very
small. A property of a QHS machine is that it has a high
effective transform, given by i-ef f ¼ n  mi-  3, where the
nominal transform i- ranges from 1.04 in the core to 1.12 at
the edge. This high effective transform results in reduced
orbit drifts for passing particles.22 The high effective transform is also responsible for reduced Pfirsch-Schl€uter and
bootstrap currents. The Pfirsch-Schl€uter is expressed as23
JPS ¼

B dp
B20 dU

X

nI þ mF
dn;m cosðnf  mhÞ;
n  min;m 6¼ð0;0Þ

ð

(2)

Þ

where dn;m is the spectral component when 1=B2 is expanded
in a Fourier series. I is the toroidal current enclosed by a flux
surface, F is the poloidal current exterior to a flux surface, p
is the plasma pressure, and U is the enclosed toroidal flux.
The Pfirsch-Schl€uter current has the unique property of rotating with the helical jBj contours as a function of the toroidal
angle. This dependence upon toroidal angle is demonstrated
in Fig. 1, where contours of the Pfirsch-Schl€uter current density are shown at three different toroidal angles. The region
of ðJPS < 0Þ rotates from the inboard side of the plasma column near the 1/2 field period location to the outboard side
near the 1/6 field period location. A sketch of the magnetic
field generated by this current distribution is shown in the
left contour plot of the figure.
Likewise, the bootstrap current for a magnetic configuration dominated by a single harmonic is24
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ 
g m bn;m
dn
1:67ðTe þ Ti Þ
JB ¼ 1:46
B0 n  midU

dTe
dTi
 0:29n
:
þ 0:47n
dU
dU

(3)

The g in this expression is the poloidal current outside the
flux surface times the permeability of free space, l0. In the
expression above, the radial electric field dependence for a
nonsymmetric configuration is ignored. Compared to a tokamak where the spectrum is dominated by toroidal curvature,
the bootstrap current is reduced by the effective transform.
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FIG. 1. Contour plot of the PfirschSchl€
uter current density and the location of the magnetic diagnostic sets at
three toroidal locations along a field
period. Red contours indicate current
directed into the plane ðJPS < 0Þ while
the blue contours indicate current
directed out of the plane ðJPS > 0Þ.
The black arrows on the left plot indicate the dipole magnetic field generated by this current density.

Also, the bootstrap current in a QHS device is in the opposite
direction compared to a tokamak and acts to decrease the
rotational transform. Note too that a decreasing rotational
transform actually increases the effective transform, but only
slightly because in most cases n > mi-. Plasmas in HSX are
heated with up to 100 kW ECRH provided by a 28 GHz
gyrotron configured for 1st-harmonic O-mode operation. The
magnetic field strength on-axis is 1.0 T. Electron temperatures can reach as high as 2.5 keV in the core, depending on
the plasma density. Ion temperatures are in the range of
40–65 eV.

15 coils that measure the poloidal component of the magnetic field only.
The difference between the internal and external
Rogowski coil measurements indicate that a small net toroidal current is driven in the vacuum vessel (10 A) at the beginning of the discharge, but it decays before the end of the
discharge. The diamagnetic loop measures the stored energy,
the electron temperature and density are measured with a
Thomson Scattering system, and the ion temperature is
measured by Doppler spectroscopy. Zef f  1  3 across
much of the plasma column, increasing towards the edge.
C. V3FIT

B. Diagnostics

The magnetic diagnostic set includes a diamagnetic
loop, two Rogowski coils, and three arrays of coils located at
three separate toroidal locations as shown in Figure 2. The
diamagnetic loop is a 10-turn loop installed on the inside of
the vacuum vessel and measures changes to the enclosed toroidal flux at a nearly constant toroidal plane. One Rogowski
coil is located outside the vacuum chamber and the other is
inside of a reentrant flexible thin-walled stainless steel hose
interior to the vacuum vessel. They are both near the same
toroidal location. The three coil arrays are shown in
Figure 1. Two of the arrays of the coils are outside the vacuum chamber separated by 1/3 of a field period. Each external array has 16 coils spaced poloidally about the plasma
that measure changes in the local magnetic field vector in
their own local orthogonal coordinate system. The third array
is interior to the vacuum vessel in a reentrant hose and has

The V3FIT code rapidly calculates a simulated magnetic
diagnostic signal based on the MHD equilibrium.25 The pressure profile is modeled by a Lorentz-type expression with
two parameters: a scaling factor, PSCALE, and a shaping parameter, AM:
pðsÞ
1
¼ 2ð1 þ sAM Þ  1;
PSCALE

(4)

where the radial coordinate is the normalized toroidal flux,
s ¼ U=ULCFS . The enclosed current profile, I(s), is modeled
by an arctangent function with two parameters: the net current, Itor, and a shaping parameter, AC,


ACs1:5
:
IðsÞ / arctan
1s
The normalization is determined by the total enclosed toroidal current
Iðs ¼ 1Þ ¼ Itor :

(5)

V3FIT performs reconstructions of the current and pressure
profiles by minimizing the mismatch between the modeled
and observed signals, Sm,i and So,i, weighted by their respective uncertainty, ri
v2 ðpÞ ¼
FIG. 2. View of the HSX stellarator (vacuum vessel and field coils) from
above with the toroidal locations of the Rogowski coils, diamagnetic flux
loop, and the three sets of magnetic diagnostics indicated as shown. Also
shown are the locations of the Gas Valve, Thomson Scattering, ECRH, and
charge exchange recombination spectroscopy (ChERS, for ion Doppler
spectroscopy measurements).



X So;i  Sm;i ðpÞ 2
:
ri
i

(6)

During the reconstruction, V3FIT adjusts PSCALE, AM, Itor,
AC, and the net toroidal flux enclosed within the last closed
flux surface, i.e., p ¼ ðPSCALE ; AM; :::Þ.
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D. Time evolution of the toroidal current

i-js¼1 ¼

There is no ohmic current in HSX, so apart from the
possibility of an rf-driven current, any net toroidal current is
the bootstrap current. During the rapid pressure rise associated with the ECRH and concurrent plasma breakdown, a toroidal electric field is inductively driven by the onset of the
non-inductive bootstrap current.
The time evolution of the toroidal current is modeled by
solving a 1-D diffusion equation for the rotational
transform13
di1 d
hB2 i d
ðS11 i- þ S12 Þ
¼ 2
gk V 0
dt Ua ds
l0 ds
!!
þ p0 ðS11 i- þ S12 Þ  hJn:i:  Bi

:

(7)

The toroidal current is related to the rotational transform by
i- ¼

l0 I
S12
:
0
S11 U S11

(8)

S11 and S12 are elements of the susceptance matrix defined in
Ref. 13. For a tokamak, S12 ¼ 0, and the vacuum transform is
i- ¼ 0, but for HSX configurations, S11 ðsÞ  S12 ðsÞ 
0:18s and i-  1:05  1:12 in vacuum, Fig. 3. The parallel
conductivity, 1=gk , which is reduced by the trapped particle
fraction, is shown in Sec. II D. The plasmas in HSX are lowb; therefore, the p0 -term is small and can be neglected in this
calculation. At the center of the plasma column, s ¼ 0, there
is finite current density and the boundary condition is

di- 
¼ 0:
(9)
ds s¼0
At the edge of the plasma column, s ¼ 1, the measured net
toroidal current, Iðs ¼ 1Þ ¼ Itor , determines the value of i- at
the edge


l0 I
S12 

:
S11 U0 S11 s¼1

(10)

In Eq. (7), hJn:i:  Bi can be any non-inductive current source;
For HSX, it is the steady-state neoclassical bootstrap current.
As described in the Introduction, the neoclassical bootstrap
current is calculated by the PENTA code which includes the
effects of the conservation of parallel momentum between
plasma species and the radial electric field, Er.5,7,8
The primary effect of the non-axisymmetric shape of the
plasma column in HSX, which leads to the non-zero S12term in Eq. (7), is to reduce the time for current to diffuse
through the plasma column. Two simulations of an ohmically driven plasma current were performed to demonstrate
this. The net toroidal current, Eq. (10), was prescribed to
ramp from 0 A to 2000 A in 50 ms and then stay constant,
Fig 4(a). The parallel conductivity profile of the plasma was
ð4  3:99sÞ  107 S=m. The normalized current density profiles for HSX at t ¼ (15 ms, 50 ms, and 75 ms) are plotted as
solid lines in Fig. 4(b), in blue, red, and black, respectively.
The results for an equivalent tokamak (same transform,
major and minor radii as HSX) are shown as dashed lines.
The normalized steady-state current density profile for the
two cases is plotted as a dotted black line. The normalization
factor is the current density of the innermost radial point of
the simulation domain at steady state, Jq0:1;t¼1 . Here,
q ¼ ðU=ULCFS Þ1=2 . The current diffuses from the edge of the
plasma column to the core more rapidly in HSX compared to
the tokamak. At t ¼ 15 ms, the current begins to reach the
core in the HSX simulation, whereas it is peaked near the
edge in the tokamak case. At t ¼ 75 ms, the current density
has nearly reached its steady state profile in HSX. At the
same time in the tokamak case, the current density near the
core has only reached about 50% of its final value. The time
required for the current density near the magnetic axis to
reach 95% of its steady state value is 84 ms for HSX, while it
is 153 ms for the tokamak, nearly a factor of two longer.
Another model for the time evolution of the toroidal current is given in Ref. 14. Assuming an axisymmetric toroidal
geometry, the toroidal electric field as a function of radius
and time, ET ðr; tÞ, is the solution to the following diffusion
equation:


@ET 1 @
@ET
¼
:
(11)
r
l0 rjj
@t
@r
r @r
The boundary conditions for the decay of the toroidal
electric field induced by the bootstrap current, which is relevant for the case of the QHS discharges discussed in this
paper, are
E0T ðr ¼ 0Þ ¼ 0;
ET ðr ¼ aÞ ¼ 

Lext I_p
;
2pR0

ET ðt ¼ 1Þ ¼ 0:
FIG. 3. The rotational transform in vacuum (solid line) and reconstructed
profiles at t ¼ 50 ms (dashed line) for the 50 kW on-axis case (discussed
below). Low-order rational surfaces relevant to HSX are shown as thin
dashed lines.

(12)
(13)
(14)

Here, Lext ’ l0 R0 ðlnð8R0 =aÞ  2Þ is the effective external
inductance of a torus with major and minor radii, R0 and a.
For HSX, the average major and minor radii were used. The
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FIG. 4. Ohmic current drive simulation
for HSX and an equivalent tokamak:
(a) The net induced current and (b)
normalized current profiles in HSX
(solid lines) and the tokamak (dashed
lines). The dotted black line is the
steady-state normalized current profile
for each case.

conductivity profile, rjj , discussed in Sec. II D, includes corrections due to trapped particle effects. The lowest order
eigenvalue of the solution to Eq. (11) corresponds to a current diffusion time of 40–100 ms for the discharges discussed
in this paper. However, as stated earlier in this section, the
current diffuses about twice as fast in a QHS device compared to an axisymmetric tokamak, reducing the decay time
to 20–50 ms. This is consistent with the experimental observation discussed in the next section.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this paper, three separate cases are discussed, each
with different heating parameters. The first case is with
50 kW of ECRH launched power at an off-axis resonance
location, q  0:3. The second case is with 50 kW of ECRH
at an on-axis resonance location, q ⱗ 0:1. The third case is
with 100 kW ECRH on-axis, q ⱗ 0:1. For each case, the
ECRH was launched perpendicular to the magnetic axis to
minimize electron cyclotron current drive and experiments
were performed with the main magnetic field in the clockwise (CW) and counter-clockwise (CCW) direction. For the
individual cases, when the field was reversed and other macroscopic plasma parameters were similar (stored energy,
density and temperature profiles), all of the magnetic signals
were otherwise symmetric with respect to the field reversal.
In Fig. 5, the net toroidal current for CW and CCW plasmas
is shown for the 50 kW on-axis case. The figure shows that
when the field is reversed, the time evolution and steady state
estimate of the net toroidal current are very similar. Because
of the symmetry of the net current with respect to the reversal of the magnetic field, any ECRH-driven current is
assumed to be small. The measurement of the net current in
HSX during ECRH indicates that the current is in the direction so as to unwind the transform, as predicted. The energy
confinement time of typical plasmas in HSX are in the range
of 2–5 ms. Experimental current relaxation times are in the
range of 20 ms for off-axis heated plasmas to 50 ms for onaxis heated plasmas, which is consistent with the expected
current diffusion time.
Early in the discharge, the net toroidal current is small,
and the largest plasma contribution to the measured magnetic
fields is due to the Pfirsch-Schl€uter current. Reconstructions
at t ¼ 10 ms with V3FIT based on the magnetic diagnostics

confirmed that the Pfirsch-Schl€uter current is helical and
reduced by the high effective transform.26
The steady-state estimate of the net toroidal current is
plotted versus the measured stored energy for the three heating scenarios in Fig. 6. Keeping the launched power at
50 kW while moving the ECRH resonance from off-axis to
on-axis results in roughly doubling both the stored energy
and the net toroidal current. The line-averaged density of the
off-axis heating case is smaller by 25%. Increasing the
launched power from 50 kW to 100 kW while keeping the
resonance location fixed on-axis caused the stored energy to
rise by approximately 50%, whereas the net toroidal current
fell slightly by about 15%. In Fig. 7, we show for comparison the time evolution of the toroidal current for the three
nominal discharges that will be analyzed in this paper. For
the 50 kW off-axis case, the measured net current nearly
reaches steady state before the ECRH power was switched
off. The magnetic field is in the clockwise (CW) direction
for the off-axis case, but the other two cases have the magnetic field in the counter-clockwise (CCW) direction. More
current is measured for the on-axis cases, and the extrapolated steady state current is largest for the 50 kW on-axis

FIG. 5. Measured net toroidal current with the magnetic field in the CCW
and CW directions for the 50 kW on-axis heating case. Extrapolated steady
state current and decay times are also shown. The reconstruction of the
Pfirsch-Schl€
uter current was performed at t ¼ 10 ms (dashed line).
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FIG. 6. The extrapolated steady state estimate of the net toroidal current versus the stored energy of the plasma discharge for the three different ECRH
conditions.

case. In the discussion below, the directional dependence of
the magnetic field is removed to simplify comparison, unless
otherwise noted.
A. Bootstrap current

Profiles of Te, Ti, and Ne for the three different ECRH
cases are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. The main difference
between the Te profiles is in the peaking of the profile inside
of q  0:4. The central electron temperature drops as low as
400 eV for the off-axis heating case and increases up to
1600 eV for 100 kW on-axis ECRH. In each case, the profiles
were used as input to the PENTA code to calculate the ambipolar Er solutions, the corresponding electron and ion bootstrap current densities, Jb,e and Jb,i and the total bootstrap
current density, Jb ¼ Jb;e þ Jb;i . These values were calculated both with and without the effects of momentum conservation between the electrons and ions in the parallel flow.
Figs. 10(a)–10(c) show the radial electric field for the three
heating cases, the black (red) curves indicate the solution
with (without) momentum conservation.

FIG. 7. The measured net toroidal current for the three different ECRH conditions: CW 50 kW off-axis (black, dashed–dotted), CCW 50 kW on-axis
(blue, dashed), and CCW 100 kW on-axis (red, solid).

Phys. Plasmas 21, 092518 (2014)

FIG. 8. Te for 50 kW ECRH off-axis (black points), 50 kW ECRH on-axis
(blue circles) and 100 kW ECRH on-axis (red squares). Ti from Doppler
spectroscopy (black, dashed).

In the 50 kW off-axis case, Fig. 10(a), only one ambipolar Er root, the “ion-root,” is stable across the entire plasma
column. In the 50 kW on-axis case, Fig. 10(b), the ion-root
remains a stable solution across most of the plasma column.
An additional stable Er solution, the “electron-root” exists
near the magnetic axis, characterized by a much larger Er
than the ion-root solution. It is indicated by dashed lines in
the figure. In the momentum conserving case, there is a small
region near the axis, q < 0:12, in which there is only an
electron-root solution and no ion-root solution. With 100 kW
on-axis heating, Fig. 10(c), the electron-root regions are
75 V/cm higher in magnitude and extend to a slightly larger
radius. The region near the axis, which has only an electronroot is larger, q < 0:16, and exists both with and without
momentum conservation. The values of Er are 20–30 V/cm
larger with momentum conservation included in the
calculation.
While the profiles of Er are similar with and without
momentum conservation, the predicted individual electron
and ion bootstrap current densities show a dependence on

FIG. 9. Ne for 50 kW ECRH off-axis (black points), 50 kW ECRH on-axis
(blue circles) and 100 kW ECRH on-axis (red squares).
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FIG. 10. Er, Jb;e ; Jb;i , and Jb for 50 kW ECRH off-axis (left), 50 kW ECRH on-axis (center) and 100 kW ECRH on-axis (right). Calculations with (without) momentum conservation shown in black (red). Ion-root (electron-root) solution shown as solid (dashed) lines.

the inclusion of momentum conservation, particularly near
the magnetic axis q  0:5, Figs. 10(d)–10(i). However, the
total bootstrap current, Figs. 10(j)–10(l), show a strong dependence only in the electron-root solution.
Jb,e for the three heating cases is shown in Figs.
10(d)–10(f). The black (red) curves indicate that momentum

conservation is included (neglected) from the calculation.
Solid (dashed) curves represent the ion-root (electron-root)
solutions. For each of the individual cases, Jb,e profiles are
similar to each other from the mid-radius to the edge,
q 0:5, whether or not momentum conservation is included
in the calculation. Significant differences between the two
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calculations of the electron current density exist at radii
closer to the magnetic axis. In each heating case Jb,e in the
ion-root is larger near the magnetic axis when momentum
conservation is not included compared to when it is included.
The factor is about 2 in the 50 kW off-axis case, Fig. 10(d),
and increases to about 4 in the 100 kW on-axis case, Fig.
10(f). When the electron-root exists, Jb,e reverses direction
and is reduced in magnitude with momentum conservation,
Figs. 10(e)–10(f). Without momentum conservation, Jb,e is
reduced in magnitude but does not reverse direction.
The profiles of Jb,i are shown in Figs. 10(g)–10(i). The
same color scheme is followed as for Jb,e. When momentum
conservation is neglected, Jb,i is relatively small, both in the
ion- and electron-roots. Momentum between the electrons
and ions is not exchanged and the ion flow has little to no
driving force. With the inclusion of momentum conservation, Jb,i is on the same order of magnitude as Jb,e. Jb,i in the
ion-root increases as the heating is moved from off- to onaxis (at fixed power), and as the heating power is increased
from 50 kW to 100 kW (at fixed resonance location). In the
electron root, Jb,i is reduced significantly, although it does
not reverse direction.
The total bootstrap current density, Jb, is shown in Figs.
10(j)–10(l). For each of the cases, Jb in the ion-root is similar
regardless of whether or not momentum conservation is
included. Some of the current that is carried by the electrons in
the non-momentum conserving calculation is carried by the
ions in the momentum conserving calculation, so while the
individual electron and ion current densities are quite different
with or without momentum conservation, the total current densities are very similar, Jb;ionroot;MC  Jb;ionroot;nonMC . In the
electron-root, Jb reverses direction when momentum conservation is included. Without momentum conservation, Jb is simply
reduced in magnitude.
The
Ð 1 calculated total volume integrated bootstrap current,
Ib ¼ 0 dsJb ðsÞ, is shown in Table I and compared to the
extrapolated steady state value of the measured current,
Itor ðt ¼ 1Þ. For this integration, Jb ðs ¼ 0Þ 0 and Jb is linearly interpolated (in s) for 0 < q < 0.08 (0 < s < 0.28).
When there are multiple solutions to the ambipolarity constraint, it is necessary to account for the coupling between
flux surfaces with a diffusion equation for the radial electric
field (see Ref. 8 and references therein). As shown in Fig.
6(a) of Ref. 8, the Er profile is strongly dependent on the
value of the diffusion coefficient. Lacking experimental data
to validate a particular value for the diffusion coefficient, in
this paper, we will instead bracket the calculated value of the
bootstrap current. Close to the core, the e-root only region
for the 100 kW on-axis case adds little to the integrated current because of the negligible volume. Outside this region,

we consider two limiting cases that provide an upper and
lower bound to the bootstrap current. This is analogous to
having a high or low value for the electric field diffusion
coefficient. The first limit is with the integrand equal to the
current density of the ion-root electric field solution. This
limit is indicated by “i-root.” The other limit is with the integrand equal to the current density of the electron-root solution, indicated by “e-root.” The spread in the extrapolated
steady state value represents the standard deviation of the
individual fits. We estimate, using a Monte Carlo analysis,
an approximately 10% error in the calculated bootstrap current due to the uncertainty in the measured electron temperature and density profiles.
There is only one i-root solution for the 50 kW off-axis
heating scenario, and the estimates of the total current with
and without momentum conservation agree to within 10%.
The on-axis heated scenarios each have regions of e-root solutions near the magnetic axis. With the ECRH location fixed
on-axis, raising the launched power from 50 kW to 100 kW
raises the i-root limit from 488 A to 580 A, whereas the eroot limit stays almost constant near 202 A when momentum
conservation is included. Without momentum conservation,
both the i-root and e-root limits rise, the former from 537 A
to 698 A and the latter from 333 A to 436 A.
The experimental extrapolated steady state values are
also shown in the table. For the 50 kW off-axis case, the
measured value is smaller than both calculations by
60–80 A, or 30%. For the 50 kW on-axis case, the measured
value is between the ion-root and electron-root limits, both
with and without momentum conservation, Ib;eroot < Itor
ðt ¼ 1Þ < Ib;iroot , suggesting that some part of the core of
the plasma has Er in the electron-root. For the 100 kW onaxis case, the measured value is between the ion-root and
electron-root limits when momentum conservation is
included. Again, this suggests part of the plasma near the
axis is in the electron-root. If momentum conservation is
neglected, the ion-root limit is nearly double the measured
value and the electron-root limit exceeds the measurement
by about 90 A. When momentum conservation is neglected,
the calculation is not consistent with the measurement, in either limit. These results are summarized in Fig. 11 where the
range of (Ib;eroot ; Ib;iroot ) is shown in gray (red) when momentum conservation is included (neglected). The extrapolated steady-state values of the net current (from Fig. 6) are
repeated for reference.
B. Time evolution

The parallel electrical conductivity including the effects
of trapped particles, rk g1
k , for the three heating cases is

TABLE I. The three ECRH scenarios arranged by launched power and resonance location. The extrapolated steady state current and the calculated net bootstrap current with and without momentum conservation in ion-root and electron-root limits are shown.
Heating scenario

Itor ðt ¼ 1Þ

Ib, w/ MC, i-root

Ib, w/ MC, e-root

Ib, w/o MC, i-root

Ib, w/o MC, e-root

50 kW off-axis
50 kW on-axis
100 kW on-axis

166 6 13 A
399 6 35 A
348 6 21 A

248 A
488 A
580 A

202 A
204 A

229 A
537 A
698 A

333 A
436 A
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FIG. 11. The extrapolated steady state estimate of the net toroidal current
versus the stored energy of the plasma discharge for the three different
ECRH conditions, along with the limits of the Ib;eroot and Ib;iroot with MC
(grey) and without MC (red).

shown in Fig. 12. The conductivity is primarily a function of
Teð3=2Þ ; it is lowest for the 50 kW off-axis case and is largest
for the 100 kW on-axis case.
For each of the heating scenarios, the profiles of rk , the
measured net toroidal current, and the calculated Jb profiles
are used in Eq. (7) to determine the time evolution of i- and
the current profile. The Jb profiles selected include momentum conservation and use the ion-root solution whenever
multiple roots to the ambipolarity constraint exist,
Jb ¼ Jb;ionroot;MC . The simulated radial profiles of the
induced toroidal current density at 10 ms and 50 ms are
shown in Figs. 13(a)–13(c). In each simulation, the induced
current decays from 10 ms to 50 ms.
C. V3FIT equilibrium reconstructions

Reconstructions of the plasma pressure and current profiles were performed for each of the three cases discussed
above. Since the results are similar for the three cases, we
will show only one case here, specifically the 50 kW on-axis
heating scenario. When a Rogowski coil, the external magnetic diagnostics (Poloidal Indices 1–32), and the location of

Phys. Plasmas 21, 092518 (2014)

FIG. 12. Parallel electrical conductivity, rk , for 50 kW ECRH off-axis
(black), 50 kW ECRH on-axis (blue), and 100 kW ECRH on-axis (red).

an edge limiter were used as constraints for the reconstruction, the reconstructed pressure profile was larger than the
profile measured by the Thomson Scattering system. This
reconstruction is shown in Fig. 14. The total stored energy in
the reconstruction is about two to three times that which is
measured from integration of the kinetic measurements as
well as from the diamagnetic loop. The presence of eddy current in the vacuum vessel is the likely cause of the discrepancy. The eddy currents have not been modeled at this point.
When the internal Rogowski coil, the internal magnetic
diagnostics (Poloidal Indices 33–47), and the position of an
edge limiter were used as constraints for the reconstruction
calculation, the plasma pressure and current profiles at
t ¼ 50 ms are then in good agreement with Thomson
Scattering and the simulated current, respectively. This is
shown in Figs. 15(a) and 15(b). The simulated current profile
is the evolved current profile using the Jb ¼ Jb;ionroot;MC profile discussed above. An arctangent function fitted to this current profile (not shown) serves as the initial profile for the
reconstruction.
The magnetic signals for the reconstructed profiles and
the measured data are shown in Fig. 15(c). The V3FIT

FIG. 13. Simulated induced current profiles at t ¼ 10 ms (dashed lines) and t ¼ 50 ms (solid lines) for (a) 50 kW ECRH off-axis, (b) 50 kW ECRH on-axis, and
(c) 100 kW ECRH on-axis (right).
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by reconstructions performed with the existing magnetic
diagnostic array as constraints.

IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

FIG. 14. The measured plasma pressure profile based on Thomson
Scattering and Doppler spectroscopy (black points and error bars) and the
reconstructed pressure profile using external diagnostics as constraints for
the 50 kW ECRH on-axis case(blue dashed lines with error bars).

reconstruction minimizes the mismatch between the modeled
and observed signals, and v2 is reduced from 13.1 to 4.2. The
reconstructed i- profile is shown in Fig. 3. Major low-order
resonances are avoided.
After the reconstruction was completed, the pressure
profile was varied by adjusting the pressure parameters (i.e.,
PSCALE and AM) while holding the parameters of the current
profile and net toroidal flux at their reconstructed values and
calculating v2 ¼ v2 =, where  ¼ n  m  1, n ¼ 17 is the
total number of constraints and m ¼ 5 is the number of free
parameters. The process was repeated for the current profile,
while keeping the pressure parameters and flux at their
reconstructed values. In this context, profiles that satisfy
v2 ⱗ v2;min þ 1

(15)

are considered to fall within a single standard deviation interval of the reconstructed solution. For the pressure profiles,
the edge profiles are fairly well constrained, while the core
of the plasma has larger uncertainties. For the current profile,
the uncertainties are large for q < 0.5, and details of the
d
Ienclosed , cannot be resolved
current density profile, Jb / dq

The bootstrap current was analyzed for three scenarios
of ECRH in the quasihelically symmetric HSX. For all three
cases, it was verified that the current flowed in a direction so
as to unwind the transform, in agreement with theoretical
predictions and opposite to what occurs in a tokamak. For an
ensemble of discharges, the extrapolated steady-state current
was observed to increase in stored energy and total current
when the heating location was moved from off-axis to onaxis with 50 kW heating power. However, when the on-axis
heating power was increased from 50 kW to 100 kW, the
stored energy continued to increase while the bootstrap current decreased slightly. This measurement is qualitatively
consistent with the calculations of the bootstrap current by
PENTA code when momentum conservation is included in
the calculation, Ib;meas  Ib;M:C: or Ib;erootM:C:  Ib;meas
 Ib;iroot M:C . Without momentum conservation, the calculated steady-state bootstrap current increases monotonically,
which is contradicted by the experimental data. PENTA calculates that a large positive radial electric field, the electron
root to the ambipolarity constraint, should exist close to the
magnetic axis for the on-axis heating cases and that this Er
acts to reverse the direction of the current in that location
and decreases the total integrated current. This mechanism
could explain the decrease in Itor ðt ¼ 1Þ with increasing
ECRH power. However, data from Charge Exchange
Recombination Spectroscopy (ChERS)27 shows no indication of such a large radial electric field, although this measurement is unable to adequately resolve the magnitude of
the radial electric field very close to the magnetic axis
because of the finite width of the neutral beam that is
employed.
While the scaling of the calculated bootstrap current
qualitatively agrees with the measurements, the details of the
e-root/i-root transition have not been well modeled. One difficulty is that when there are regions of high positive electric
field next to regions of much lower electric field, there is a
very sharp gradient in the plasma flow which is unphysical.

FIG. 15. (a) Measured (black points with error bars) and reconstructed (blue dashed line) plasma pressure profiles. (b) Simulated (black solid line) and reconstructed (blue dashed line) enclosed current profiles at t ¼ 50 ms. (c) Measured magnetic diagnostic signals with uncertainties (black points with error bars) and
calculated signals of the reconstructed profiles (blue dashed lines).
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In that case, a diffusion equation for the electric field needs
to be solved and this equation is parameterized by a diffusion
coefficient DE related to the perpendicular viscosity.28 The
difficulty with finding the electric field profile numerically
with a diffusion equation is assuming whether the value of
DE should be set by neoclassical values or from turbulence.
Without experimental measurements of the radial electric
field close to the magnetic axis, it is difficult to benchmark
the value of DE and often a range of values is assumed8 in a
calculation.
Another limitation in the modeling is that the assumptions that underlie the DKES calculations, and hence the
PENTA modification, may be invalid for the two on-axis
heating cases. The poloidal component of the drift velocity
vanishes at the resonant electric field, given by
Eres ¼ ðjm  nqj=mÞvT Bp ,29 where vT is the ion thermal
velocity. The ion flux sharply increases at Eres and then
decreases rapidly above this electric field. This resonance is
responsible for the calculated electron root for HSX
plasmas.8 For tokamaks and most stellarators dominated by
toroidal curvature, the n ¼ 0, m ¼ 1 toroidal resonance is
most important. For HSX, however, the n ¼ 4, m ¼ 1 term in
the magnetic spectrum dominates so that the resonant electric field in HSX is about 3 times higher (with q  1) than a
stellarator with the same rotational transform. Calculations
that compared the results of a df-Monte Carlo code to the
DKES indicate that close to the resonance the E  B drift
can no longer be assumed to be incompressible.30 The
incompressible assumption allows for a monoenergetic treatment of the drift kinetic equation for the DKES code. The df
calculations show that the kinetic energy is not conserved
close to the resonance and that the monoenergetic approximation should be limited to electric field such that
Er < 0:5  0:7  Eres . Further work estimating what effect
the DKES monoenergetic approximation has on the PENTA
calculations is beyond the scope of this paper, but it may
indicate a limitation on the applicability of the momentum
correction approach based on the DKES database.
For the 50 kW off-axis case, in which the ion root electric field is far from the resonance electric field, the assumptions in the DKES code remain valid, but the calculated total
bootstrap current overestimates the measured bootstrap current by about 60–80 A, or 30%.
For each case, the Pustovitov-Shafranov and StrandHoulberg model of the current evolution was applied to calculate the time evolution of the current profile. This 3D
model couples the toroidal and poloidal fluxes through the
S12 term of Eq. (7). There is no coupling between the poloidal and toroidal fluxes in a 2D axisymmetric current diffusion equation, S12 ¼ S21 ¼ 0. Simulations of current drive in
HSX and an equivalent tokamak show that the current diffuses into the plasma column nearly twice as fast in HSX
than in the tokamak.
Using the V3FIT code, reconstructions of the plasma
pressure and current profiles were performed using a
Rogowski coil and either a set of 32 magnetic coils located
outside the vacuum chamber or a set of 15 coils inside the
chamber. With the external coils, there is a factor of 2–3 difference between the stored energy from the integrated
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reconstructed pressure profile and the Thomson scattering
measurements. Using the interior coils, the agreement
between the reconstruction and the measured pressure profile
was much improved and good agreement was found between
calculated and reconstructed current profiles. The difference
in the reconstructions using internal versus external sensors
is suspected to be due to induced eddy currents in the stainless steel vacuum vessel. The uncertainties in the pressure
and current profiles are largest near the core of the plasma,
while the edge profiles are well-constrained.
Only limited details of the pressure and current profiles
can be determined from magnetics data for axisymmetric
devices.31 More information can be extracted from the magnetic field exterior to the plamsa column for a 3-D device,
provided that the signal-to-noise ratio of the sensors is sufficiently high and that the placement of the magnetic sensors
are optimized to spatially sample the surrounding magnetic
field in specific locations.32,33 Even with these improvements
in the measurements, relying solely on magnetics for equilibrium reconstruction may be insufficient to resolve details of
the profiles far from the diagnostics (close to the magnetic
axis).34 Including additional diagnostic data (i.e., Thomson
scattering, interferometry) as constraints for the reconstruction will further improve reconstructions of the plasma column shape, pressure and current profiles.16
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